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Chapter 2141: Sir demon lord: Fairy please stay (30) 

“She’s heading in——” 

“Peng!” 

Yue Bing Xin’s heart rending cry and the Soul Devouring Tower closing sounded at the same time, so the 

last part of her words couldn’t be heard. 

For Luo Qing Chen, the real battle was just beginning. 

[The host is now climbing the Soul Devouring Tower, which is equal to nine deaths out of ten.] 

The system’s voice suddenly rang in her ears.  She was actually feeling very worried, but each step didn’t 

give her a right to choose. 

She could only go forward and didn’t have a way back…… 

There were eighteen people who entered the Soul Devouring Tower with her.  Their cultivations were 

higher than hers, whether they were gods or demons. 

There were no enemies in the Soul Devouring Tower, but there were no friends either. 

The eighteen people all entered independent spaces created by the Soul Devouring Tower.  The 

monsters on each level were different, but they were at the same level of cultivation. 

“I advise you not to go in.”  An enchanting voice slowly rang out and Luo Qing Chen turned to see the 

man talking to her. 

He was in a light blue robe with red lips, looking very enchanting. 

He continued by saying, “With your immortal power and the fact that you are injured, you will definitely 

die inside.  Little sister, don’t try to become a god like the Roaring Flame God, it’s just a myth.” 

Luo Qing Chen gave a chuckle when she heard this, “Let’s wait and see.” 

She didn’t know if she could reach the sixth floor, but she knew that she definitely wouldn’t die! 

If people didn’t have this kind of belief, why would they come to the Soul Devouring Tower! 

“Then I’ll be waiting!”  The person gave an arrogant laugh before entering one of the illusory spaces with 

an arrogant look. 

Luo Qing Chen knitted her brows before finally choosing the last space. 

When she came in, the scent of rotting hit her in the face. 

She waved her right hand and the Exquisite Ring released a golden glow that covered her. 

“Si!”  She took a deep breath as she knitted her brows, looking at the scene in front of her. 

There were piles of bones all around her, reaching over a meter tall.  The white bones were also covered 

in white threads and she didn’t know what it was, but she could feel that the threads were moving. 



There was only a narrow passage in the middle and more and more bones appeared around her.  She 

could even hear the wails of primordial spirits around her. 

It kept ringing in her ears: Come!  Come! 

When she arrived at the innermost part, she saw the demon waiting for her.  Accurately speaking, it was 

called a spider. 

“It’s been a long, long time since I’ve had anything delicious.”  There was a demonic voice that spoke 

with a bit of dissatisfaction in it, “It’s a pity that you’re too thin, there’s not enough to eat.” 

Thousand year old spider spirit? 

[The last time the previous host came in, she killed her mother.] 

Then what about the bones? 

[Although the Soul Devouring Tower only opens once every thousand years, that’s for living people.  The 

primordial spirits of dead demons and gods can enter the Soul Devouring Tower whenever and come 

back to life here.] 

Understood!  She killed the demons that thought they could revive. 

[To be specific, it should be said that they were eaten!] 

Luo Qing Chen slowly raised the Phoenix Dance Sword in her hand and without hesitation, she slashed at 

the thick spider legs. 

The viscous green blood spurted out and it screamed, “Ah!  Why are you so rude!  I’m so, so scared!” 

But as soon as that voice fell, the spider leg grew out again.  Without a single word, it swallowed the leg 

that Luo Qing Chen had just cut off. 
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It really could eat! 

[Don’t panic fighting this monster, alright, host?] 

Do you think that this is an online game world!  Do you think that you can just heal up with a potion? 

If I take a single wrong step, don’t you know that I’ll be back in the Chaos Space with you! 

[……] 

“Come!  My delicious meal!” 

The large spider seemed like it couldn’t hold on anymore as its saliva dripped all over.  Luo Qing Chen 

knitted her brows before the Exquisite Ring released a golden light above her. 



Then she jumped out and attacked the spider’s head. 

It seemed like it saw through Luo Qing Chen’s attack as with a flip, countless white threads flew out of 

its mouth to trap her. 

“Not bad!  You can actually see through my attack.”  The demonic voice was full of ridicule as it said with 

a laugh, “It’s a pity that you’re too weak.” 

Luo Qing Chen knitted her brows as the faint flower mark appeared on her forehead.  She then revealed 

a smile and said, “Do you know what spiders fear the most?” 

As soon as her voice fell, she waved her right hand and the Phoenix Dance Sword released a fiery red 

glow, cutting through the spider silk and spreading flames all around. 

“Ah!”  The spider cried out as if wanted to put out the fire spreading over its body in a panic. 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t give it that chance as she flew out, slashing down at its head with the Phoenix 

Dance Sword covered in flames. 

With a ‘peng’ sound, the giant spider’s essence exploded as a rancid smell filled the air. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes.  She put the Phoenix Dance Sword back into the scabbard and picked 

up the spider’s essence off the ground before walking forward towards the faint red glow. 

When the spider essence touched the red glow, with a ‘kacha’ sound, there was an arc shaped staircase 

that appeared. 

It seemed like this was the path to the second floor. 

She headed all the way up.  The staircase was clean, not having a single bone on it, just a bit of dust. 

It seemed that those that could walk up these stairs were all first class masters.  This was a paradise that 

linked darkness and death. 

When she reached the second floor of the Soul Devouring Tower, she was greeted by a bloody smell. 

It was dark all around her and there were only a few faint red glows that could be seen. 

It seemed like she was the first among the eighteen people to reach the second floor. 

“Peng!”  There was a large sound that came from not far away. 

She was surprised.  This sound was very loud and it seemed close, but also far away at the same time. 

This……what was this sound? 

[Someone died.]  The system’s voice was very cold as it slowly entered her ears. 

Who, who died?  Isn’t this a bit too fast! 

[The host should have an idea of who this person is.] 

The system didn’t say who it was, but Luo Qing Chen understood what it meant. 

The person who she had said ‘wait and see’ to had already died…… 



It seemed like in the once in a thousand year Soul Devouring Tower, there was more death than 

miracles. 

Not everyone could become a god and everyone was closer to death. 

You could say goodbye to a thousand years of cultivation in the next second. 

Facts proved that it was like this. 

There were only five out of eighteen people that reached the second floor.  Twelve of them had died on 

the first floor and one person had escaped the Soul Devouring Tower with a secret technique. 

Every single one of these five were surprised to see Luo Qing Chen because in the beginning, they had 

thought that she was just here to die. 
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At the same time, in the Myriad Demon Mirror. 

With the power of the God Soul and the Eight Desolate Profound Flames. 

Fiery red flames burned, generating wind. 

When the power of the God Soul entered his body bit by bit to form the complete primordial spirit, Ye 

Xuan Ji suddenly opened his eyes.  His long silver hair fluttered in the wind under his divine power, 

looking so charming. 

“We greet the demon lord.”  The demons kneeled down as they cheered out. 

Ye Xuan Ji narrowed his azure eyes and said, “I’m going to the wilderness.  Xuan Ming will continue 

taking care of the matters of the Myriad Demon Mirror.” 

“Demon lord, the heavenly court’s troops have gathered outside the Myriad Demon Mirror for a long 

time and we have suffered heavy losses……”  Xuan Ming cupped his hands and said, “We hope that the 

demon lord can defeat the villains from the heavenly court first before heading to the wilderness.” 

Ye Xuan Ji narrowed his cold eyes as those azure eyes filled with killing intent.  He said with a grin, “Since 

they came to my Myriad Demon Mirror to die, why shouldn’t I help them?” 

As soon as his voice fell, the originally dark red sky of the Myriad Demon Mirror suddenly turned purple 

and red, as streaks of red light slashed across the sky. 

“This is bad, the demon lord is awake.”  The leader of the heavenly court forces was general Liu 

Mang.  He bit his lips as his eyes filled with worry. 

“General Liu Mang, what should we do……”  There was a strange cold wind that blew across them and 

the lieutenant standing beside him gave a shiver. 



The person standing in front of them was the demon lord Ye Xuan Ji!  How could this small group of 

immortals fight him…… 

“I need to report to the heavenly emperor before dec…..Ah!” 

Before he could finish the word, there was an extremely fast red light that fell above them as a strong 

scent of blood filled the air. 

“Liu, Liu, Liu, Liu, Liu……General Liu!”  The lieutenant’s legs couldn’t help trembling as cold sweat fell 

down. 

“Go and tell Di Fan Yu that in this world, the only person who can kill Ye Xuan Ji is……”  He paused before 

revealing a smile to say, “My family’s people.” 

As he said this, he couldn’t help thinking of Luo Qing Chen. 

Although she took off her original red dress and changed to a white dress, she still gave off that radiant 

aura. 

He seemed……to like it very much. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten.  Mission completion rate is now 40%.] 

Luo Qing Chen who was desperately killing demons on the second floor saw this notification and almost 

got hit by the attack of a demon bull in her surprise. 

“Damn!”  Luo Qing Chen was already filled with confusion and it was hard to focus on the attacks of the 

demon bull in front of her.  But then there was this notification that messed her up even more. 

“Die!”  The demon bull sensed that Luo Qing Chen almost failed to avoid its attack and its next attack 

became even stronger. 

But once it was too strong, there would be flaws. 

With a ring of golden light around the bull head, Luo Qing Chen jumped out and used the Phoenix Dance 

Sword to cut off the demon bull’s head. 

“Zi!”  Black blood spurted out after that. 

The giant demon bull ran around until its blood had been drained and it fell to the ground. 

Luo Qing Chen knitted her brows as she picked up the demon bulls essence and opened the door to the 

third floor. 

This time, other than her, there was only another woman who entered the third floor.  She was dressed 

in a black robe and never spoke. 
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When Luo Qing Chen looked at her, she also looked back. 

There was a silence that filled the air and only after a while did she say, “I’ll most likely die on the third 

floor.  If you can still go up, can you do me a favour?” 

Her eyes were clear, but there was a bit of darkness in them.  What Luo Qing Chen could see the most 

was…..sadness. 

“Speak.”  Although her words were concise, her speaking was already an indication that she would help 

her. 

“If this miss is fortunate enough to reach the sixth floor, please choose the third space, you will meet a 

gentle scholar there.”  She took a deep breath and said, “Please help me tell him that I am here.” 

After saying this, she could see that there were a few faint tears in the eyes of the woman in front of 

her, but she forced down her tears. 

“What is your name?” 

“Xing Tong.” 

“I will definitely convey this message for you.”  Luo Qing Chen’s expression changed slightly as she said, 

“There’s no need for you to enter the third floor, why bother if it’s a path to death?” 

She narrowed her eyes to look at Xing Tong.  She was covered in various injuries and it was already a 

miracle to reach this floor. 

Not to mention that she knew that she would die if she went up, so why was she this persistent? 

“Because he thought that I was afraid of death, so he thought that I wouldn’t die for him……”  Xing Tong 

took a deep breath as she looked forward with a pair of serious eyes and slowly said, “But since we’ve 

agreed to meet at the Yellow Springs, I will definitely go.” 

“Yellow Springs?”  Luo Qing Chen revealed a flash of surprise in her eyes as she said in a voice of 

disbelief, “You are a mortal?” 

God!  There was actually a mortal that reached the third floor of the Soul Devouring Tower.  To be 

honest, if the previous host was a mortal, even if she had an ancient divine artifact, she might not reach 

this place. 

This woman in front of her named Xing Tong had relied on her own power to defeat demons with a 

thousand years of grudges, coming to this place…… 

“I can be considered half a cultivator!”  Xing Tong said with a helpless sigh, “I have limited abilities and 

even if I did everything I could, I can only reach this place.  But you are different, you have an ancient 

divine artifact on your right hand……” 

Luo Qing Chen was surprised before she continued, “You really are a cultivator, you know a lot.  Just 

wait here for me, when I help you pass on this message, you can consider whether you want to die or 

not.” 



As soon as her voice fell, Luo Qing Chen walked into a space without another word and a dazzling blue 

light was released. 

She was very surprised by every floor, but the scales of luck tipped in her favour on each floor. 

But it can’t be said that she won just by luck, or rather…..luck was also considered a type of ability. 

She didn’t know if Xing Tong went into a space on the third floor, but when she arrived at the fourth 

floor, she didn’t see Xing Tong. 

Fourth floor, fifth floor, sixth floor…… 

When she reached the sixth floor, there was a world of beautiful flowers that appeared in front of 

her.  There was a huge pear blossom tree that had red ribbons on it and each ribbon had one name, Xing 

Tong. 

“After all these years, there are still people that can reach the sixth floor of the Soul Devouring 

Tower.”  There was a cool voice that filled the air with a bit of excitement and a bit of loneliness. 

[System notification: The safer a place is, the more dangerous it is.  Host, please be careful!] 

I got it. 

Luo Qing Chen knitted her brows and slowly pulled out the Phoenix Dance Sword, entering a state of 

alert. 

“Since you have come, then please stay forever!  Enjoy the endless dreams, the endless loneliness.” 

 

I Agreex 
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There was a special scent that slowly filled the air.  With just a single breath, she felt her head become 

heavy. 

When she opened her eyes again, she was in the Myriad Demon Mirror. 

In her red silk brocaded dress, she moved step by step towards the most respected man in the Myriad 

Demon Mirror.  With his silver hair and his face that was like the most beautiful carved jade, there was a 

dazzling sparkle in his rare blue eyes. 

Ye Xuan Ji reached his hand out to her as his other hand gently took her by the waist. 

There were cheers around them as everyone toasted them while she married him. 

The night was silent and they wrapped against each other, hugging and kissing. 

Everything was beautiful and the next year, they had a child that was blessed by the heavens. 



He had divine power since he was power and it was two kinds of divine power.  One was from the gods 

and one was from the demons. 

“Qing Qing, it’s a boy.” 

“Un, let me see.” 

“So beautiful, just like you!” 

“How can you call a boy beautiful!” 

“Then what do you think he should be called!” 

“Name?”  She was surprised before replying without any hesitation, “How about Nian An?” 

Her body trembled as her heart beated wildly without control.  The heavy head suddenly started to 

clear. 

When she opened her eyes, she was back on the sixth floor of the Soul Devouring Tower. 

The scholar standing in front of her looked at her in disbelief and said in a shocked voice, “How is this 

possible?  How can you leave the illusion I created so quickly?” 

“He, he.”  She gave a cold laugh as she looked at him with a sharp glow in her eyes, “Those who cultivate 

are annoying.  They don’t like facing you and like you set up these illusions.” 

If it wasn’t for the special place the two words ‘Nian An’ had in her heart, she might not have been able 

to come out that quickly. 

She might even have……not been able to get out at all…… 

“Interesting!  Then let’s fight!”  In an instant, the scholar raised the fan in his hand and attacked her 

without any hesitation.  Luo Qing Chen slightly knitted her brows and easily jumped back to avoid his 

attack. 

She raised his Phoenix Dance Sword and found that her breathing was very quick as her head felt heavy 

again. 

There must be some problem with the floral scent! 

“Despicable.”  Luo Qing Chen gritted her teeth and wanted to go all out with him. 

The scholar never would have thought that Luo Qing Chen was this fast.  When he reacted, the Phoenix 

Dance Sword was already at his throat. 

“Pu.”  Luo Qing Chen clutched her chest and tasted a sweet taste as she spat out a mouthful of blood. 

She knew in her heart that the longer this fight dragged on, the worse it would be for her.  So she could 

only use the method of killing a thousand soldiers and losing eight hundred to quickly end this battle. 

“Powerful, truly powerful!”  The scholar’s eyes turned cold and black energy kept coming from him as he 

looked at her to say, “But you will still lose because you didn’t kill me in one move.” 



In a duel between masters, unless you killed the enemy quickly when you had the advantage, it was very 

likely the situation would change and the other side would kill you. 

Therefore, soft hearted people couldn’t become kings. 

“It isn’t that I can’t kill you, but rather Xing Tong has a message for you.”  Luo Qing Chen’s eyes were 

indifferent as she looked at him with a gaze that was as cold as ice, “She said that she was here.” 

The black energy around the scholar disappeared and he fell into shock. 

His hands trembled as he said, “She……Where is she?” 
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Luo Qing Chen briefly explained everything although she knew that the scholar on the sixth floor 

couldn’t go look for Xing Tong on the third floor. 

When the scholar finished listening, his eyes filled with understanding. 

He took his own essence and gave it to Luo Qing Chen before looking at her to say, “You are very strong, 

you are like a second Roaring Flame God in my eyes.  But I like you more than the Flame God.” 

“Un humph?”  Luo Qing Chen took his essence without any embarrassment. 

“Because you could have used the matter of Xing Tong to force me to clear the way, but you didn’t.”  He 

said with a chuckle, “You solved it cleanly by fighting.” 

“Your right, your illusion technique isn’t anything in my eyes.”  Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes and 

said, “But you can still be considered a man.” 

As soon as her voice fell, Luo Qing Chen took the essence and opened the path to the Soul Devouring 

Tower’s seventh floor. 

This was a road that the previous host never walked, but she would be walking down it today. 

– 

At the same time, at the entrance of the Soul Devouring Tower. 

In the wilderness, the sandstorm raged.  Thousands of bolts of thunder fell, hitting the Soul Devouring 

Tower one after another. 

There was a strong killing intent in the air.  Ye Xuan Ji stood with his hands behind his back and a look of 

worry in his eyes. 

After he took care of the people from the heavenly court, he rushed here as quickly as possible. 



He already couldn’t enter the Soul Devouring Tower anymore.  If Luo Qing Chen didn’t come out of the 

Soul Devouring Tower today, she would be trapped in it for a thousand years before it reappeared again. 

There were still three hours left.  He stood there in the wind with his eyes closed, trying his best to sense 

the half of his primordial spirit inside of her. 

But he and Luo Qing Chen never would have thought that the monster on the seventh floor would be a 

child. 

Luo Qing Chen could naturally sense how strong this child was, but if he didn’t attack her, she didn’t 

know how to start. 

The child in front of her was humming a song as he danced back and forth. 

He didn’t seem to do anything, but Luo Qing Chen could feel the giant power pressing down on her, 

making it hard for her to breathe. 

“Damn!”  She clutched her chest and bent over as her breathing became faster. 

“Big sister, be careful, here it comes!”  There was a young voice that gave a gentle reminder, but there 

was also a pride that was in that voice. 

When that voice fell, countless dark red triangular nails flew in her direction. 

She dodged to the side, but she was still hit a few times. 

She tasted a sweet taste as she spat out blood. 

“Big sister, it’s coming again!” 

“Big sister, there’s another one!” 

“Big sister, be careful!” 

…… 

In less than a quarter of an hour, she was covered in wounds and blood was dripping down. 

She raised her right hand with difficulty and the golden light of the Exquisite Ring appeared around her 

finger before dimming. 

She felt her eyelids becoming heavier and heavier.  She wanted to resist, but she didn’t even know 

where the child was. 

Was she going to die here?  Could it be that she couldn’t take revenge? 

“Qing Chen, heart!” 

When she was about to fall into despair, Ye Xuan Ji’s voice rang in her ears.  The red light filled the entire 

space and the child called out in a surprised voice, “Demon God!” 

Luo Qing Chen’s Phoenix Dance Sword pierced right through his heart. 



A golden light cut through the sky.  She was covered in golden light as the flower on her head became 

more and more clear.  There was a flower that spread under her feet, spreading to every part of the Soul 

Devouring Tower. 

A new god was being born in this world.  You could call her the Other Side Flower God or you could call 

her the Roaring Flame God. 
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“Hong!”  With this giant sound, the doors of the Soul Devouring Tower slowly opened. 

In the wilderness, golden sand filled the air and dark clouds rapidly appeared in the sky.  The strong 

killing intent in the air slowly disappeared along with the Soul Devouring Tower. 

Luo Qing Chen held the Phoenix Dance Sword as the white dress she had was already covered in blood. 

She closed her eyes and slowly opened them again.  Her vision was blurred by the sand, but she could 

see a figure that had silver hair pinned in place with a jade crown and was dressed in dark clothes that 

looked at her with a deep gaze. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten.  Mission completion rate is now 50%.] 

When the notification rang out, she felt her fingers tremble and her eyes couldn’t help turning red. 

It didn’t seem like she experienced much, but she almost died many times in the Soul Devouring 

Tower.  But she faced the risk of dying so many times without a single person by her side.  But she had 

the two divine artifacts in hand and was still laughed at by everyone on the first floor…… 

She had experienced all this, but what was it for? 

It was just so that she would be strong enough to stand alone, but she suddenly found that there was 

someone there waiting for her. 

Firmly standing there as if the raging wind and sand couldn’t move him a single step.  He slowly reached 

his hand out to her and said, “Come……” 

She couldn’t control her emotions and ran out in Ye Xuan Ji’s direction. 

She slowly stopped when she was a meter away and pursed her lips to look at him. 

“I thought that you would hug me!”  His right hand came up and the slender fingers pushed back the 

stray strands of hair on her forehead, as a red light appeared on his fingertips. 

Ye Xuan Ji was suddenly surprised and quickly took his hand back as a bit of shock appeared in his eyes. 

Very light, very faint, and then it returned to normal. 



It was because she had escaped from death many times that Luo Qing Chen didn’t mind his 

expression.  Her lips twitched before she looked at him with a complicated smile, “It’s the first time we 

met, wouldn’t it be a little too abrupt?” 

Even if he and the previous host had met a thousand years ago, this was the first time she was seeing 

him after all these days in this world. 

There was silence in the air and Ye Xuan Ji didn’t speak.  There was a complicated look in his eyes that 

didn’t fade for a long time. 

Without knowing how long passed, he gave a sigh before revealing a dazzling smile.  His right hand came 

out to take her wrist and pulled her into his embrace. 

Luo Qing Chen never would have thought that he would make such a sudden large move and her heart 

skipped a beat as she fell into his embrace. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten.  Mission completion rate is now 60%.] 

Ye Xuan Ji softly patted her back as a sparkle appeared in his deep eyes.  He said by her ear, “It’s been 

hard, little flower fairy.” 

Without knowing when it began, the friendship that had formed between them from fighting had 

changed. 

Perhaps it was because she didn’t care about anything to steal the God Soul, perhaps it was when she 

jumped into the God Executing Altar without any hesitation, or perhaps it was because they only talked 

to each other in the silent nights in the wilderness…… 

It was good no matter when it started because Ye Xuan Ji now knew that he seemed to care about this 

person. 

No matter who she was, whether she was a god or a demon, it was all the same to him. 
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Luo Qing Chen heard this and refuted with red eyes, “Please call me Lord Flower God!” 

She had already ascended to become a god, she didn’t fear the people of the heavenly court at all. 

The heavenly court should already know about her becoming a god. 

– 

Thirty three heavens, in the Supreme Hall. 

All the immortals had their heads down, not daring to say a thing. 



Di Fan Yu’s face was already black and blue.  There wasn’t a need to mention the heavenly court’s forces 

being sent back after surrounding the demons, the flower immortal that stole the God Soul had become 

a god. 

It was impossible for the heavenly court to do anything to her. 

“We believe that since the flower immortal was once part of the heavenly court, it isn’t a bad thing that 

she ascended to become a god.  Maybe we can put aside the matter of the God Soul……” 

Before the Thunder Monarch could finish, Yue Bing Xin sitting on the side cut him off. 

“Put aside?  Why?”  Since taking the Divine Power Pill, Yue Bing Xin gave people the feeling of not 

human not ghost. 

Although Di Fan Yu had pardoned her since they were married for a thousand years, she was forbidden 

from the Supreme Hall. 

But she still came…… 

“Heavenly concubine Yue.”  The immortals were all stunned, but they still cupped their hands to her. 

“You are afraid of her, but I’m not!”  Yue Bing Xin tightly clenched her fists and said with red eyes, 

“Could it be that you’re planning on letting the person who stole the God Soul to give to the Demon God 

become a god of the heavenly court?” 

No!  Definitely not! 

“Bing Xin, stop causing trouble!”  Di Fan Yu narrowed his eyes as a displeased look appeared in his 

domineering eyes. 

Since the appearance of Poppy who was similar to the Roaring Flame God that had her primordial spirit 

dissolved a thousand years ago, Yue Xing Xin’s gentle temperament had changed. 

He couldn’t understand anything she did and was even a bit disgusted by her. 

“Heavenly emperor, as the person with the greatest authority in the heavens, how can you let someone 

who stole the God Soul into the heavenly palace!”  Yue Xing Xin was clearly agitated by her anger that 

even her words had a trace of condemnation to them. 

Di Fan Yu heard this and his face became even more distorted.  He tightly knitted his brows as he looked 

at Yue Bing Xin with a serious look, “Then as concubine Yue who ate the forbidden pills, should I punish 

you!” 

His voice was ice cold and penetrated her heart bit by bit. 

Yue Xing Xin took a step back and said, “I……It was for the sake of the heavens, to kill the demons of the 

Myriad Demon Mirror!  How could the heavenly emperor treat me like this!” 

“Humph!”  Di Fan Yu gave a cold snort, “If I didn’t know that you were concubine Yue, I would have 

thought that the southern gates had been invaded by the demons.” 

As soon as his voice fell, Di Fan Yu suddenly stood up and flicked his sleeve as he walked off. 



“Sending off the heavenly emperor!” 

Di Fan Yu never would have thought that his attitude towards Yue Bing Xin today had completely hurt 

her heart. 

Perhaps it was because of this that all those unexpected things happened later. 

From that day forth, Yue Bing Xin locked herself in her palace and didn’t take a step out. 

She didn’t go see Di Fan Yu and Di Fan Yu didn’t go see her. 

The couple of two thousand years had drifted apart because of a fight. 

Perhaps she was only a substitute in Di Fan Yu’s mind and now that the real time had appeared, there 

was no need for her as the substitute. 

For Yue Bing Xin, the hatred in her heart was already overflowing. 

She hated Luo Qing Chen, it was because of her appearance that she could only live in her shadow 

forever. 

It was like this a thousand years ago and it was like this a thousand years after.  She wasn’t willing…… 
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A thousand years of being a substitute, she already had enough…… 

She wanted to change, she had to change!  Since Luo Qing Chen could use the Soul Devouring Tower to 

regain her divine power, she could do the same! 

As for Di Fan Yu, since she hadn’t entered his heart even after this long, the feelings had become weak 

as time passed. 

For the current her, she wanted to become stronger, incomparably stronger and then kill Luo Qing Chen. 

At the same time, in the Myriad Demon Mirror. 

This was Luo Qing Chen’s first time coming here and she felt strangely at ease following Ye Xuan Ji. 

But he seemed to be walking fast the entire time, as if he was in a rush to do something. 

“Little flower fairy, walk a bit faster.  I’ll bring you to see our fortress.”  He turned around with gentle 

eyes that had a bit of warmth in them. 

The demons standing in two rows on the side cheering happily.  They were not as ugly as she imagined 

and each demon was wearing the clothes that they loved. 

Some were no different from humans, with beautiful clothes and light makeup. 



Actually, the biggest difference was the heart to heart communication.  The biggest difference between 

the thirty three heavens and the Myriad Demon Mirror was when Di Fan Yu brought her to the thirty 

three heavens, everyone had looked at her with eyes filled with hostility. 

But when Ye Xuan Ji brought her to the Myriad Demon Mirror, the demons here had sincerely cheered 

for her and welcomed her. 

She suddenly confirmed something that she had been thinking for a long time, 

There was no right or wrong in this world, the most important thing was to look at one’s heart. 

“Ye Xuan Ji, please call me Flower God!”  Luo Qing Chen quickly came to his side and said with a smile, 

“Or you can address me according to our seniority……” 

“Grandma?” 

“You……”  Luo Qing Chen looked at him with a displeased look, “Call me big sister!” 

“If we’re talking about seniority, it isn’t an exaggeration to call you grandma!”  Ye Xuan Ji narrowed his 

eyes that were as deep as the sea and said, “Or is there another name that you want me to call you by?” 

His eyes were very gentle.  It was hard to imagine that the Demon God could reveal such a gentle look 

that made one enamoured by his eyes. 

“Not listening.”  She pursed her lips as her cheeks turned a bit warm.  She felt that even if Ye Xuan Ji 

didn’t say anything, it was very embarrassing. 

“It’s good if you don’t listen.”  He stood and gave a sigh before tapping her forehead with his right hand, 

“Anyway, it’s not a good thing.” 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten.  Mission completion rate is now 70%.] 

It had to be said, the fortress built by Ye Xuan Ji was really beautiful.  It was different from the solemn 

feel the heavenly palace had. 

The Myriad Demon Mirror gave people the feeling of looking at the starry sky.  It was formed with water 

ripples with starlight being reflected in those ripples.  The blue lanterns reflected against each other, 

creating a beautiful scene. 

“So beautiful.”  Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help giving a sigh as a faint sparkle appeared in her eyes. 

“You can stay here all the time in the future, you can come whether I’m here or not.”  Ye Xuan Ji looked 

at the bright night sky and handed her a glass of fruit wine, “Try the Myriad Demon Mirror’s specially 

brewed wine.” 

Luo Qing Chen looked at the bright blood red liquid in the cup and said, “I……might not be able to 

completely adapt to the……wine that demons drink.” 

“Relax, this is fruit wine……”  Ye Xuan Ji softly patted her head, “What are you thinking?” 

“Oh.”  Luo Qing Chen gave a chuckle before chugging the entire cup, “Delicious!  So sweet!” 

 



I Agreex 

  

Chapter 2150: Sir demon lord: Fairy please stay (39) 

The fruit of the Myriad Demon Mirror was different from other places.  Each fruit from the trees were 

large and red and the fruit wine brewed from it was very sweet. 

Luo Qing Chen liked to drink and since the wine wasn’t bad, she drank a few more cups. 

But Ye Xuan Ji wasn’t willing to give her more as he seriously said, “Why is a girl drinking this much 

wine?” 

Damn!  Didn’t you bring me the first cup? 

Luo Qing Chen felt her days in the Myriad Demon Mirror were very relaxed.  Other than some strange 

heart palpitations, there was nothing else bothering her. 

It was most likely that even as a god, she couldn’t fully recover from the heavy injuries from before and 

hadn’t recovered completely. 

As for the ones who hurt her, she would take revenge one by one. 

In November, the first snow fell in the Myriad Demon Mirror.  Ye Xuan Ji had been away for a few days, 

so Luo Qing Chen was able to enjoy herself with the fruit wine he had hidden away for many years. 

The longer the wine was kept, the stronger the taste. 

The little demons of the Myriad Demon Mirror were all good to her.  Not only did they greet her 

informally when meeting her, they even brought her many delicacies of the Myriad Demon Mirror. 

When Ye Xuan Ji wasn’t there, Xuan Ming who handled all the matters in the Myriad Demon Mirror was 

very kind to her.  He was always asking questions, so he was most likely a modest person. 

It wasn’t that she was prejudiced, she just felt that the Myriad Demon Mirror was better than the 

heavenly palace by more than a hundred times. 

Ye Xuan Ji dealt with his matters quickly and came back after seven days. 

Luo Qing Chen thought that he would take her to kill their way into the heavenly palace, but she never 

thought that he would bring her to the mortal world for fun. 

“Did you go to the mortal world in the last seven days?”  Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and said, “Did 

you fall in love with some girl?” 

She had meant it as a joke, but she never thought that Ye Xuan Ji would pull her into his embrace 

without another word. 

He didn’t say a thing as he tightly held her, feeling the silence and beauty of this moment. 

“What……What is it?”  She was surprised, feeling that Ye Xuan Ji had become weird after coming back. 

She couldn’t tell what part was strange and she couldn’t guess if Ye Xuan Ji didn’t say anything. 



“It’s nothing, I just wanted to hug you.  I wanted to see if hugging a god was different compared to a 

normal girl.”  He gently let her go with a faint smile and a reluctant look in his eyes. 

“It turned out that you were hugging girls in the mortal world, it’s no wonder you wanted to take me to 

the mortal world after coming back!  It turned out that it was like this!” 

Without knowing why, she felt a bit sad hearing Ye Xuan Ji say this. 

Whether it was a joke or not, she wasn’t happy. 

“Qing Chen……”  He saw her angry look and his face became serious as he looked at her to say, “Actually, 

I am not familiar with the Roaring Flame God, but I feel that you’re not like her.” 

Perhaps it was because the personality would change after the primordial spirit was gathered again or 

because too long had passed, it felt like she had changed. 

But he could tell that what he respected was the her from a thousand years ago and what he cared 

about was the her from a thousand years later. 

“Not like her?”  Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes before saying with a smile, “Perhaps I never was.” 

The previous host’s personality was very strange.  She was cold and proud, she didn’t say much even 

when she loved a person. 

She calmly accepted the person that loved her and she pretended to be indifferent when that person 

didn’t. 

She couldn’t do the same. 

“Of course not!”  Ye Xuan Ji’s eyes revealed a sparkle as he said with a smile, “She wouldn’t be this 

jealous!” 

“……” 

 

 


